We present a new approach to proving type soundness for Hindley/Milner-style polymorphic type systems. The keys to our approach are (1) an adaptation of subject reduction theorems from combinatory logic to programming languages, and (2) the use of rewriting techniques for the speci cation of the language semantics. The approach easily extends from polymorphic functional languages to imperative languages that provide references, exceptions, continuations, and similar features. We illustrate the technique with a type soundness theorem for the core of Standard ML, which includes the rst type soundness proof for polymorphic exceptions and continuations.
in practice, the resulting proofs are lengthy but simple, requiring only ordinary inductive techniques.
In the next section, we describe a prototypical functional language with a polymorphic type system, and discuss the various approaches that have previously been used to prove type soundness. Section 3 presents the essence of our approach to proving type soundness; the remaining sections develop illustrative proofs of type soundness for a speci c functional language and various extensions.
Previous Approaches to Proving Type Soundness
Any proof of type soundness is intimately tied to the formulation of the semantics of the language. The earlier proofs relied on denotational semantics; later proofs used structural operational semantics. The following two subsections brie y present these approaches from a historical perspective. The third subsection discusses the problems with them. We begin with a brief introduction to the formulation of Hindley/Milner-style type systems, in order to introduce our notation.
Our prototypical functional language has the following (abstract) syntax:
e ::= c j x j x:e j e 1 e 2 j let x be e 1 in e 2 where x 2 Var and c 2 Const. Constants (Const) include both data (integer, real, boolean, etc.) and operations (+, ,^, _, etc.). Variables (Var) are lexically scoped. Juxtaposition denotes application and is left associative; -expressions construct call-by-value procedural abstractions. Semantically the let-expression behaves like (( x:e 2 ) e 1 ), binding the value of e 1 to x in e 2 ; however, the type system allows x to be polymorphic: di erent occurrences of x in e 2 may be assigned di erent types.
A polymorphic type system for this language has types of the form:
::= 1 j : : : j n j 1 ! 2 where 1 ; : : :; n are ground types like int and bool. The type system is formulated as a deductive proof system that assigns types to expressions. The proof system produces conclusions, or type where the domain of locations L is the at domain of natural numbers, S is the domain of stores (sequences of values), and is the smash product. Procedures take both an input value and a store, and produce a result and a new store. The meaning function is parameterized over both a store and an environment. Due to the presence of stores, types are no longer ideals in V, but are nite maps from store typings to subsets of V. 2 A store typing is a nite map from locations to the types of values stored there. Since the semantic relation (j =) must involve the types of values in the store, it can no longer be de ned by induction on types; its existence must be established by a category theoretical argument that generalizes the technique of inclusive predicates 31] . The complexity of the semantic relation complicates the proof; indeed, Tofte found a mistake in Damas's proof, although the theorem is not thought to be false 37: page 2].
Proofs based on Denotational Semantics
Abadi, Cardelli, Pierce, and As type codes correspond to types, the denotation of a type code is a type. Types, in turn, denote ideals over V, but due to the unusual element D of the domain equation, establishing that types denote ideals requires extending the ideal model for recursive types 18] . The proof that the required xed points exist in the new model involves a metric space argument, but is a straightforward extension of the original. Although the type system Abadi et al. use is not polymorphic, it should be possible to extend the type system and the soundness proof to include polymorphism. Duba This is an over-simpli cation; the reader interested in the precise de nition is referred to Damas's thesis 6].
respect to a continuation-passing denotational semantics, based on the following domain equations: V = B 0 : : : B n F K F = V ! K ! A K = V ! A A = V W where K is the domain of continuations, and A is the domain of answers. The meaning function E takes both an environment and a continuation. Two semantic relations state what it means for a value v to possess a type , written j = v : , and for a continuation to accept a value of type , written j = :: . These relations are de ned simultaneously by induction on types. Unlike in the purely functional setting, the semantic soundness theorem only states that well-typed programs do not go wrong (weak soundness), not that they produce answers of the expected type. To approach strong soundness, Duba et al. give an argument based on a continuation-passing-style (CPS) translation into the simply typed -calculus. For programs of ground type, the denotation of an expression is the same as the denotation of its CPS transform with the identity function as an initial continuation, i.e., E e] ]; = E CPS(e) ( x:x)] ];:
Since strong soundness holds for the simply typed -calculus, and (CPS(e) ( x:x)) has the same type as e for programs of ground type, strong soundness holds for programs of ground type. However, the argument does not extend to higher types. For further details, we refer the reader to their paper 8: page 169].
Proofs based on Structural Operational Semantics
Tofte 36, 37] : Tofte reformulated Milner's functional language with a structural operational semantics 27]. The semantics is speci ed as a deductive proof system; a conclusion E`e ) v of a deduction states that expression e evaluates to v in value environment E. A value environment is a nite map from variables to operational values. Values are either basic constants or closures, which result from the evaluation of -expressions. The soundness theorem again requires the de nition of a semantic relation (j =) between operational values and types. For basic constants, the relation is explicitly speci ed by the function TypeOf ; for closures, the relation is de ned by induction on types, and by evaluation at correctly ness with respect to a structural operational semantics for a monomorphic language with continuations. The proof is an adaptation of Tofte's technique; however, the semantics is signi cantly restructured, as the technique of defunctionalization 30] is used to represent the ow of control explicitly. The semantics has two judgment forms. The rst kind of conclusion, E; K`e ) v, indicates that expression e evaluates to answer v in environment E and continuation K. The second kind of conclusion, v`K ) v 0 , indicates that continuation K evaluated at value v produces answer v 0 . As in the denotational case, two semantic relations are de ned, indicating what it means for a value to possess a type (j = v : ), and for a continuation to accept a type (j = K :: ). Like the denotational case, the theorem only establishes weak soundness.
Theorem (Semantic Soundness) If ? . e : and j = E : ? and j = K :: and E; K`e ) v then v 6 = wrong:
It is not clear that the proof goes through in the presence of xed-point operators 8: page 171], nor how to obtain strong soundness in this framework.
Discussion
In each case above, the proof of soundness for a language or for a di erent formulation of a language's semantics involves the use of a di erent proof technique. The techniques are often unrelated, so they provide no guidance in proving soundness for new languages or language features. A seemingly minor extension to a language may require a complete restructuring of its denotational or structural operational semantics, and may therefore require a completely new approach to re-establish soundness. For example, in introducing references to Milner's functional language, Damas changed the domain equations for the denotational semantics to accommodate a store component, necessitating a completely di erent strategy for induction. In introducing type dynamic, Abadi et al. again changed the domain equations, and extended the ideal model of types to match. To accommodate continuations, Duba et al. changed the domain equations yet again, also foregoing the tools developed by Milner and Damas. They used a separate argument to establish strong soundness. In introducing references to an operational formulation of the functional language, Tofte changed the form of judgments obtained by the semantics, and used the technique of co-induction to establish a proof. For continuations in a structural operational semantics, Duba et al. completely altered the semantics, 3 again changing the structure of the proof dramatically.
Each of the above proofs considers a language with a single extension to a functional core. It is natural to ask whether two extensions can be merged, such that a natural union of the two type systems is sound. However, since each of the proofs involves a di erent technique, it is generally impossible to merge the proofs. Tofte Together, these two observations imply that all nal states that can be reached from a well-typed program are well-typed answers. With a de nition of eval that takes faulty expressions to wrong, the type system is weakly sound.
As all answers produced are well-typed programs, subject reduction also establishes strong soundness. 
Road Map
The next three sections illustrate our approach by proving soundness for several languages. Section 4 considers a functional language, similar to that considered by Milner 20] . Section 5 considers an extension to references, an extension to exceptions, and shows how the results may be merged to consider a language with both. To our knowledge, this is the rst proof of soundness for exceptions. Section 6 illustrates soundness for an extension providing rstclass continuations, and is the rst proof of strong type soundness for continuations in a polymorphic language. We conclude with a discussion of our technique, and suggestions for its application to other languages. 
Typing
The type system is a deductive proof system that assigns types to expressions. The types of Functional ML are:
::= 1 j : : : j n j j 1 This condition requires that be de ned for all constants of functional type and arguments of matching type, and restricts the set of results that may produce. This rules out, for the moment, functional constants such as division that are not de ned on all values of their input type.
A type judgment ? . e : for e an expression of Functional ML is the conclusion of a deduction constructed according to the inference rules in Figure 1 . The judgment ? . e : is read \in type environment ?, expression e has type ". If the type environment in a judgment is empty, we write . e : . An expression e is a well-typed program if it is closed and there is a judgment . e : .
In this formulation of the typing rules, only one rule is applicable to an expression. Hence if there is a deduction assigning an expression a speci c type, that deduction is unique. This permits proofs by induction on the structure of a deduction for a type judgment to proceed by case analysis on the structure of the expression of the type judgment.
This type system has the important property that there is an algorithm W to determine whether an expression has a type 20]. Given a type environment and an expression, the algorithm computes a substitution and a type. The algorithm is sound 20] with respect to the type system, meaning that it infers only valid typings. The existence of a sound and complete algorithm establishes the decidability of the type system. However, this is solely a property of the type system, and says nothing about the relation of the type system to the semantics of the language.
Type Soundness
Our proof of type soundness rests upon the notion of subject reduction 4]. The subject reduction property states that reductions preserve the type of expressions. Lemma 4.3 below extends subject reduction to Functional ML.
Subject reduction by itself is not su cient for type soundness. In addition, we must prove that programs containing type errors are not typable. Put di erently, if an expression e is irreducible due to some type error, say (/ 1 0), then the type system should not be able to assign a type to the expression. Otherwise, a well-typed program could reduce to such an expression without violating subject reduction, and still cause a type error to occur. We call such expressions with type errors faulty expressions and prove that faulty expressions cannot be typed.
Some obvious facts about deductions that we use with no more ado are: Subject reduction ensures that if we start with a typable expression, we cannot reach an untypable expression through any sequence of reductions. This by itself, however, does not yield type soundness. Subject reduction simply ensures that any properties implied by typability are preserved by reduction. The critical property we seek is that evaluation of a typable expression cannot get stuck.
De nition 4.8 (Stuck Expressions) The evaluation of an expression e is stuck if e is not a value and there is no e 0 such that e 7 ?! e 0 .
Of course, whether an expression eventually reduces to a stuck expression is not a decidable property. We approximate the set of expressions that become stuck with a set of faulty expressions. The idea is that any faulty expression may become stuck, i.e., the property \reduces to a faulty expression" is a conservative approximation to \reduces to an expression that is stuck". Thus the faulty expressions are a superset of the stuck expressions. For example, the expression (( y.2) ( x.+ 1 true)) is faulty because of the subexpression (+ 1 true), but is not stuck because it reduces to 2.
The behavior of evaluation is summarized by the following lemma. Let e * mean that e diverges, i.e., e 7 ?! e 0 for some e 0 , and for all e 0 such that e ! 7 ?!e 0 , there exists e 00 such that e 0 7 ?! e 00 . Lemma ::= fhx; vi g The expression hx 1 ; v 1 i : : :hx n ; v n i:e binds x 1 ; : : :; x n in v 1 ; : : :; v n and e. Above, represents a nite function from variables to values, i.e., we treat as a set of pairs whose rst components are distinct. We also identify all -expressions that di er only by a consistent renaming of bound variables.
The values ref, !, and := are the familiar operations of ML. 5 The application of ref to a value creates a reference cell containing that value. The application of ! to a cell returns the value contained in that cell. The binary assignment operator := evaluates both its operands, the rst of which must evaluate to a cell, and assigns the value of the second operand to that cell. Since all operations are curried, the application of the assignment operator to a variable is a value. Speci cally, the expression (:= c) may be thought of as a capability to assign to the cell c. The -expression is semantically an abbreviation of a This semantics is due to Crank and Felleisen 3] C ::= ] j C e j e C j let x be C in e j let x be e in C j x:C j :C j hx; Ci:e:
The calculus satis es the same basic properties as the v -calculus 3].
The de nition of r relies on a set of R contexts: R ::= ] j R e j v R j let x be R in e:
The use of R contexts in the new reductions re ects the additional sequencing restrictions that the introduction of side-e ects in a programming language requires for the semantics to be deterministic. In particular, the creation, the dereferencing, and the updating operations on a reference cell must be ordered in a linear fashion, which implies some further ordering among the operations on distinct cells. The R contexts build this minimal order of evaluation into those reductions that refer to reference cells and their operations; following ML, we choose to perform operations from left to right. In this expression, the two assignments can happen in an arbitrary order, and the system of reductions admits both possibilities. Both assignments, however, must happen before the outermost application is reduced. Figure 2 gives one possible reduction sequence. 
Typing
Typing reference cells in the presence of polymorphism is not straightforward, as the obvious solution is unsound 6, 36, 37]. To assign types to reference cells, we extend the set of types with an additional constructor:
::= 1 j : : : j n j j 1 Like all other techniques for typing references, Tofte's system requires modifying the typing rule for let-expressions. The let rule is split into two rules, according to whether or not the right-hand side of the declaration is a value. Figure 3 gives the new rules. The second rule does not generalize over imperative type variables, and thus will not generalize the type of a value in the store. However, if the expression bound by a let-expression is a value, as in the rst rule, then its evaluation cannot create a new cell, so generalization of imperative type variables in its type cannot generalize the type of a value in the store. Tofte uses the terminology expansive and non-expansive to denote this syntactic classi cation of expressions into those that may create new references, and those that de nitely do not create new references. Like Tofte, we classify only values as non-expansive, but a stronger type system is possible by classifying more expressions as non-expansive 36, 37]. Figure 4 : Additional typing rules for references Figure 4 gives four additional typing rules for reference cells. The typing rules for ref and -expressions ensure that any value placed in the store has an imperative type. The typing rules for ! and := do not need to be explicitly constrained, since their use is implicitly constrained by the type of a value already in the store.
In addition to the restrictions placed on the typing of constants by Functional ML, we also require that there be no constants of reference type ( ref ) . This ensures that all values of reference type are in fact reference cells, and can be assigned or dereferenced. This restriction is used in the proof of Theorem 5.6.
The new system assigns the same types as the old one to Functional ML expressions. Let As before, we have a Uniform Evaluation Lemma, stating that programs either yield an answer, diverge, or reduce to a faulty expression. Proof. Again, it su ces to show that the subexpressions of e that cause e to be faulty are untypable. We proceed by case analysis according to the form of the subexpression, assuming for each case that the expression can be typed, and deriving a contradiction.
Case ( Proof. Exactly as for Theorem 4.12, using the appropriately extended lemmas.
Exception ML
Due to -typability, constant functions must be de ned for all values of their input type. This precludes constants, such as integer or real division, that are de ned on all but a few recognizable input values of correct type. Standard ML solves this problem by introducing exceptions.
Our exception extension provides named exceptions with parameters, a means of raising exceptions, and a means of handling exceptions. Our extension thus includes three new phrases: exception x 1 : : :x n in e; raise e 1 e 2 ; e 3 handle e 1 e 2 :
The rst phrase declares x 1 ; : : :; x n to be exception names lexically bound in e. The second phrase requires e 1 to evaluate to an exception name, and raises that exception with a parameter, the value of e 2 . The parameter propagates along with the exception, and is used at the site where an exception is handled. The third phrase evaluates its subexpressions e 1 and e 2 rst, and installs the value of e 2 as an exception handler for e 1 exceptions that are raised during the evaluation of e 3 . The subexpression e 1 must evaluate to an exception name, and e 2 must evaluate to a function that accepts parameters of e 1 exceptions. When an exception is raised, control transfers to the dynamically closest handler for that kind of exception. The handler function is applied to the exception parameter, and the result of the application is returned as the result of the handle-phrase. If there is no active handler for a raised exception, evaluation terminates with an \unhandled exception" answer.
To extend Functional ML with exceptions, we add several new phrases to the syntax:
e ::= v j e 1 e 2 j let x be e 1 in e 2 j exception in e (Expressions) v ::= c j x j Y j x:e j raise j e handle j raise v j e handle v
::= x
In the expression exception in e, the variables in are bound in e. We treat as a set of variables, and call these exception names. As raise is a curried binary operator, the application of raise to a value is a value, and is included in the syntactic class of values (like := in Reference ML). Likewise, the expression e handle is a value, and receives an exception name and handler function by ordinary application. Hence the application of e handle to a value is also a value.
Semantics
Raising and handling exceptions requires several new reductions: Insisting that x 1 and x 2 be exception-bound in reraise ensures that they refer to distinct exceptions. The reduction handle does not require its variables to be exception-bound, because substitution necessarily replaces both instances of x in the handle redex with the same exception name.
We use x to refer to the six reductions for exceptions introduced above. Taking the union of v (extended to the full syntax) and x yields vx, the notion of reduction for Exception ML. With evaluation contexts extended to: E ::= ] j E e j v E j let x be E in e j exception in E j E handle x v the stepping function Answers of the third form are unhandled exceptions: since handlers are dynamically bound, it is possible for an exception to be raised when no handler for it is installed. Evaluation is de ned as: eval vx (e) = a i e vx ! 7 ?! a: (eval vx ) We can now extend the domain of to admit functions such as division, by allowing to return an expression that raises an exception: 8 : Const ClosedVal * ClosedVal fexception x in raise x v j v is closedg:
Functions such as division can now be de ned on every element of their input type, by returning an exception when their application does not make sense.
Typing
We extend the set of types with an additional type constructor:
::= 1 j : : : j n j j 1 ! 2 j exn
The type exn is the type of exceptions with a parameter of type .
In typing exceptions in the presence of polymorphism, one encounters similar di culties as in typing references. The phrase raise e 1 e 2 requires e 1 to be an exception of type exn, and e 2 to be a matching parameter of type . If e 3 has type 0 , the phrase e 3 handle e 1 e 2 requires e 1 to be an exception of type exn, and e 2 to be a handler for such exceptions.
The handler must be a function of type ! 0 , since it takes the exception parameter as input, and returns a value to be returned in place of the value of e 3 . The obvious typing for exceptions allows the parameter types of exceptions to be fully polymorphic, permitting the following expression to be typed: If the exception parameter type 1 is generalized, then in the body of the let-expression an x-exception may be raised with an argument of type bool by (fst rh), and caught by (snd rh), which is expecting an argument of type int.
Since the problems of typing exceptions and references are similar, it is not surprising that the same modi cations to the typing rules for functional expressions apply: types and type variables are classi ed as imperative or applicative, and the let rule is split according to whether the bound expression is expansive (see Figure 3) . Figure 5 presents the additional typing rules for exceptions. Again, as with Reference ML, we require the additional restriction that there be no constants of exception type ( exn). 8 Usually a set of exceptions that may be raised by constant functions is de ned in an initial environment; we take an alternative approach to simplify the presentation. 9 The constants pair, fst, and snd provide pairing and projection operations. C ::= ] j C e j e C j let x be C in e j let x be e in C j x:C j exception in C j C handle :
Again, a uniform evaluation lemma can be shown, and the faulty expressions can be proven untypable. Type soundness for Exception ML follows as before. 
Core ML
We can combine references and exceptions in one language, Core ML, that has all the essential features of Standard ML. In combining the reference and exception extensions, we must ensure that they interact appropriately.
Semantics
To combine the calculi for the two extensions, the R contexts of the reference fragment must be extended to include phrases from the exception fragment; likewise, X contexts must be extended to include phrases from the reference fragment: R ::= : : : j R handle v 1 v 2 X ::= : : : j :X The phrase exception in R is not included in R in order that exceptions in the store do not escape their bindings, i.e., exception-expressions can move through -expressions by the exn lift reduction, with appropriate variable renaming:
:exception x in e ?! exception x in :e but not vice versa: exception x in hr; xi:e 6?! hr; xi:exception x in e: If the second were a permissible reduction, the occurrence of x in the store would escape its binding.
After this extension of the R and X contexts, the resulting notion of reduction for the full syntax is vrx. The E evaluation contexts used in de ning 
Typing
To combine the typing rules for the two fragments is easy, since they both rely on the same classi cation of types as imperative or applicative, and do not interfere. The complete typing rules for Core ML may be found in the appendix.
Type Soundness for Core ML
The type soundness of the resulting calculus requires re-establishing the various lemmas and theorems for the extended syntax and extended evaluation contexts. These proofs are all straightforward. There is a combinatorial increase in the kinds of faulty expressions because of the interaction between the two fragments: references cannot be raised or handled; exceptions cannot be dereferenced nor assigned. The structure of the proof, however, stays the same. C ::= ] j C e j e C j let x be C in e j let x be e in C j x:C j :C j hx; Ci:e j exception in C j C handle :
Type soundness follows from subject reduction, uniform evaluation, and faulty expressions being untypable, as before. in the body of the let-expression. In evaluating the body, fst x is the polymorphic identity function, so it may validly be applied to true. Then the second function of the pair is applied 10 A variation of this example was discovered by Robert Harper and Mark Lillibridge sml electronic mailing list, July 8, 1991] . Despite widespread use of a na vely typed callcc extension in Standard ML of New Jersey, it took two years until this problem was discovered.
to ( x.+ x 1), and the continuation so invoked rebinds x to the pair consisting of ( x.+ x 1) and ( d.5). The second evaluation of fst x true results in an attempt to add 1 to true.
As with references and exceptions, a correct typing for continuations builds upon the classi cation of types as imperative or applicative, and requires the let typing rules of Figure 3 Figure 7 presents the typing rules of the augmented system.
The augmented type system corresponds closely to our original type system for Control ML. The rule for typing abort-expressions is the only rule that connects the ordinary type and the abort types of an expression. In each axiom (var, const, Y, callcc) the abort set is completely unconstrained; the inference rules simply propagate the abort set. The let-expression rules do not generalize type variables in the set of abort types, hence the augmented system does not permit polymorphic uses of abort, and accepts a subset of the expressions accepted by the ordinary system. A Correspondence Lemma establishes this connection between the ordinary system (.) and the augmented system ( a . Proof. The proof of each direction shows how to construct a deduction for the consequent from a deduction of the antecedent. Both proofs are straightforward.
Subject Reduction for the augmented system establishes that reduction preserves the set of abort types. As the callcc reduction introduces an abort-expression with the top-level type of the program, the set of abort types preserved by Subject reduction includes the top-level type. With Uniform Evaluation and the fact that faulty expressions are untypable (in the ordinary system), we obtain a syntactic soundness theorem for abort-free expressions. 
Discussion
Subject reduction is the key lemma in our approach to proving type soundness. In order to demonstrate subject reduction, it must be possible to assign a type to each intermediate evaluation state of a program. This is most easily accomplished by specifying evaluation as rewriting. Rewriting may be speci ed as local reductions, as our calculus for Core ML, or as program (or top-level) rewriting, as in Control ML. Through most of this paper, we present the semantics of the various languages with calculi that permit local reductions. It is also possible to use our proof technique with a semantics that speci es only program reductions (7 ?!), as in Control ML. Such a semantics for Reference ML is slightly simpler, as the ref, merge , and lift reductions coalesce into one program reduction, but the structure of the proof is essentially the same. Our work on an alternative type system for references uses this approach 38]. We chose to use calculi in this paper as the resulting proofs are more regular in structure.
In specifying the semantics of references as a calculus, we use an additional expression form, the -expression, that is not present in ML. As noted earlier, -expressions may be regarded as abbreviations, both from a semantic perspective and a typing perspective (the typing rule for -expressions can be derived from the abbreviation). In principle, it is possible to eliminate -expressions from the syntax, however the speci cation of redexes in the reduction rules becomes complicated. Alternatively, -expressions may be considered as belonging to the state space of evaluation, and not to the language of programs that may be written by a programmer. In a presentation of the typing rules for consumption by programmers, the typing rule for -expressions may be deleted. However, unlike -expressions, the abort-expressions of the continuation fragment cannot be considered as abbreviations 10]. To obtain a strong soundness theorem, abort-expressions must be considered as belonging only to the evaluation space, and not to the syntax of programs. The exception fragment has no such additional expressions.
Other operational or denotational techniques for specifying semantics introduce additional semantic objects, such as closures and stores, rather than additional expression forms. Since the type system does not apply to such objects, stating and proving strong type soundness requires introducing a semantic relation (j =) between semantic objects and types (see Section 2). We believe that introducing additional expression forms and typing rules is the simpler choice, and o er the simpler proofs produced by our method as evidence.
While in this paper we have concentrated on the essential aspects of ML, there are other features of static type systems that we believe our technique can address. Standard ML contains a datatype speci cation mechanism that allows the de nition of new types and associated data constructors. This mechanism is indispensable when writing non-trivial ML programs. Subtyping, inheritance, and type inference for records are a strong focus of recent research e orts to explain object-oriented languages, as many popular objectoriented languages have unsound static type systems. Reppy 29] has successfully addressed concurrency with our technique; it should also be possible to treat nondeterminism and distributed computing. We have used our technique to prove an alternative type system for references sound 38] . Finally, it may be possible to adapt our technique to demonstrate the consistency of module systems like that of Standard 
